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The Earth core evolution as a result of protocore erosion
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The hypothesis is offered according to which the Earth’s core evolution and geodynamo are conditioned by
thermal erodion of solid protocore that is the most ancient relict in the Earth interiors [1, 2]. This hypothesis
can be developed if the core heating generated by any source of energy is enough for compensation of its heat
losses. In this case liquid core could not be crystallized and the inner solid core should be considered the remnant
of protocore. Following the known idea radioactive decay of U and Th extracted by the liquid core during its
formation could be such source of energy [4-6]. The initial mass of the protocore estimated on the basis of the
whole Earth iron excess in as compared to chondrite iron content, corresponds to about half mass of the modern
core. Thus, the modern inner core is near 10% remnant of this protocore. The protocore consists of Fe, Ni and
small amount of lighter component identical to silicate material of chondrites that contains primordial noble
gases. Maximal weight content of such light component in the modern inner core is about 7% as it is assessed
by comparison of the inner core density with the density of pure iron. The liquid core melts the protocore. The
protocore erosion releases light component which floats up to the core-mantle boundary where it forms D” layer.
Thus, the protocore is the hidden reservoir containing the primordial noble gases. This allows to explain the
xenon isotopic paradox probably in more realistic way than it was done by I.Tolstikhin and A.Hofmann [3].
The light component floating up initiates compositional convection which requires some energy on the early
evolution stage. Firstly this energy is provided by the liquid core segregation. Through some time the energy
which is needed in order to support the convection connected with protocore erosion progressively decreases. The
convection stops to consume energy at certain time depending on distribution of the protocore’s light component.
Later on the convection increases energy supporting the geodynamo. Besides the model offered conforms to
the estimations of Archaean rocks remnant magnetization contradicting the hypothesis of late beginning of the
inner core crystallization. Our model is also in agreement with megacyclic changes of geodynamic activity and
corresponding to it irregular thermal-mass-transfer in core-mantle system.
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